
                                                     
                                

                        GREGG’s 2020 DRAFT REPORT



Quarterbacks
Joe Burrow LSU 6-3/221...amazing accuracy with great touch...throws a very catchable ball and puts
it right where his receivers like it...good arm strength with a quick release...great pocket presence and
excels at buying time letting his receivers break open...always has his eyes downfield as he moves in
pocket and also very accurate on the move...good speed when he does run...does not lack confidence

Tua Tagovailoa Alabama 6-0/217...athletic lefty with a super quick release and a strong arm...can
make  all  the  throws  and  makes  good  decisions...really  rips  his  throws  when  he  sees  the  open
man...uncanny accuracy hitting his receivers in stride at times hardly looking at them...moves well in
and outside the pocket...excels in run pass option...looking good coming off successful hip surgery

Justin  Herbert  Oregon  6-6/236...rifle  arm...great  velocity  on  his  throws…throws  a  beautiful
ball...quick release...stands tall in the pocket...outstanding accuracy when he isn’t pressured...excels in
play  action...excellent  runner  with  very  good  speed...needs  to  improve  his  accuracy  and  decision
making under pressure..rough games vs tough defenses (Aub..Utah..Wisc)...smart with tons of potential

Jordan  Love  Utah  St  6-3/224...prototype  size  and  arm  strength...can  make  all  the  throws  with
something on it...has nice touch...very athletic with excellent speed and quickness...tough to sack but
makes some ill-advised throws when under pressure...needs to improve his footwork, mechanics and
turnover rate...had a lot better 2018 than 2019...great potential but might need to sit and learn for a year

Jake Fromm Georgia 6-2/219...smart, experienced winner...35-7 as starter...low turnover rate...pocket
passer...quick release with a nice touch...not a running threat but avoids the rush well...arm strength has
been questioned but I saw him uncork a 60 yard throw in the air right on the money and make many
tough throws during his career..his arm is on par with Drew Brees...had a great 2018 season but a rough
2019 when he lost his offensive coordinator and five top receivers...great leader on and off the field

Jacob Eason Washington 6-6/231…great size and a rocket arm...Eason/Herbert have the best arms in
this draft...can make some throws others can only dream about...gets ball out quickly...moves well for
his size and can elude the rush...transferred from Georgia when he got hurt and lost the starters job..one
year starter for Huskies and it was an up and down season..not a finished product but he has great tools 

Jalen Hurts Oklahoma 6-1/222…outstanding athlete...just  glides by defenders with his speed and
runs like a running back...tough...can take a hit...power lifting champion in high school...excellent at
buying time and waiting for receivers to come open...accurate with a nice touch...slow delivery and his
arm isn’t the strongest...too many turnovers in 2019...hard worker, great competitor and team leader

Anthony Gordon Wash St 6-2/205...great accuracy...good pocket presence...9 Td throws vs UCLA
Steven Montez Colo 6-4/231...excellent size/arm/mobility...slow delivery...footwork is a problem
James Morgan FIU 6-4/229...strong arm...compact delivery...needs to improve footwork...confident
Cole McDonald Haw 6-3/215...fast...athletic...66 TD passes last 2 yrs...accurate...throws nice deep ball
Nate Stanley Iowa 6-3/235...pocket passer....big arm...inconsistent accuracy...shades of Kent Graham
Kevin Davidson Prince 6-4/224...nice size/arm...only 1 year starter...throws well on the move...smart
Bryce Perkins UVA 6-3/215...tremendous athlete..fast/elusive runner..has some Taysom Hill type skills
Tyler Huntley Utah 6-1/205...accurate...decent arm...smart...excellent speed...33 career starts...winner
Nathan Rourke Ohio 6-2/209…duel threat...fast/elusive runner...excels under pressure...decent arm
Brian Lewerke Mich St 6-2/213...experienced leader..mentally tough..decent arm...rollercoaster career
Kelly Bryant Mizz 6-3/229…Clemson transfer...mobile...strong arm...shows flashes but inconsistent
Shea Patterson Mich 6-1/212...scrappy...mobile...lacks arm strength/accuracy...probable 3nd stringer



Running Backs
D’Andre Swift Georgia 5-8/212...dynamic runner with outstanding speed/quickness/strength...works
hard  in  the  weight  room...quickest  cuts  you  will  ever  see  making  defenders  look  bad...strong  at
contact...doesn’t go down easy...excellent receiver and pass protector...has not been a workhorse back

Jonathan Taylor Wisconsin 5-10/226…outstanding workhorse runner...power and speed...excellent
feet and can make people miss...patient runner who follows his blocks...needs work as a receiver...gets
pulled on 3rd downs at times to get a better blocking back on the field..needs to take care of ball better

J.K. Dobbins Ohio St  5-9/209...workhorse back who runs  tough inside...good balance...strong leg
drive...squats 700 pounds...shifty in tight spaces...runs to daylight...gets outside easily with good speed
and punishes DBs...hands look good...needs work blocking...not as good as ex-Buckeye Ezekiel Elliott

Zack Moss Utah 5-9/223...built like a bowling ball but is super quick and has decent speed...great
balance...patient  and runs tough inside...attacks  defenders with excellent  leverage and power...great
spin move/stiff arm...tremendous stop and start ability...good receiving skills and a solid pass protector

Clyde Edwards-Helaire LSU 5-7/207…not a burner but he is tough, quick and elusive...great spin
move...stocky with a strong lower body...breaks tackles and is tough to bring down...good vision...very
good receiver...doesn’t fumble...the more you watch him the more he impresses...needs to block better

A.J. Dillon BC 6-0/247...Marshawn Lynch type..huge legs...punishes defenders...good feet like the Bus
Cam Akers Fla St 5-10/217...patient runner...excellent speed/power...breaks tackles...fumble problems
Ke’Shawn Vaughn Vandy 5-9/214...good speed/vision...excellent contact balance...very productive
Lamichael Perine Fla 5-10/216...underrated...game fast....tough...follows blocks well...sure hands
Eno Benjamin Arizona St 5-9/207...feisty...physical...workhorse...fast...shifty….has too many fumbles
Joshua Kelley UCLA 5-10/212…solid all-around back...runs tough between the tackles...likes contact
Antonio Gibson Memp 6-0/228...converted WR...great hands...explosive...dynamic all-purpose back
Michael Warren Cinc 5-9/226...”The Truck”...powerful...elusive...good hands...one fumble in 3 years
James Robinson Ill St 5-9/219...great production...workhorse...quick cuts...breaks tackles...game fast
Anthony McFarland Md 5-8/208...explosive...can make people miss...good speed...trouble in pass pro
Reggie Corbin Ill 5-9/205...quicker than fast...shifty with quick cuts….makes people miss...underrated
Raymond Calais La Laf 5-8/188...blazing speed...tough for size...return skills..outstanding production
Darius Anderson TCU 5-10/208…runs tough inside...quicker than fast...breaks tackles...solid receiver
Darrynton Evans Appal St 5-10/203...quick moves at full speed...productive...needs work in pass pro
Tavien Feaster S Car 5-11/220...herky-jerky runner...strong leg drive...solid blocker...good receiver
Patrick Taylor Memp 6-3/223...missed most of ‘19/foot injury...downhill power runner...good hands
Adrian Killins Jr Cent Fla 5-8/164..Tarrik Cohen/Darren Sproles type..small but tough..blazing speed
Deejay Dallas Miami 5-10/217…runs strong inside but likes to pop outside....excellent yards per carry
Benny Lemay Char 5-8/221...Michael Pittman clone...thick...tough...shifty...runs hard with an attitude
JaMycal Hasty Bay 5-8/205…explosive..one of the fastest 10 yds at combine...probable 3rd down back
Levante Bellamy W Mich 5-9/192…burner...cuts on a dime....explodes to daylight....will run inside
Deshawn McClease Va Tech 5-9/190...patient/shifty runner...elusive..good hands..change of pace back
Rico Dowdle S Car 5-11/209...runs hard...more quick than fast...fights for every yard...injury history
Salvon Ahmed Wash 5-11/197…big speed..quick moves..takes care of football...solid receiver/returner
Xavier Jones SMU 5-11/208...excellent broken field runner...shifty...scrappy runner...catches ball well
Scottie Phillips Ole Miss 5-8/209...not a burner but quick...makes people miss...good hands/pass pro
Javon Leake RB Md 6-0/215..sprinter’s speed..return skills..averaged over 7 yards per carry for career
Brian Herrien Geor 5-11/209…back up to D’Andre Swift..runs tough..finishes his runs with authority



Wide Receivers
CeeDee  Lamb  Oklahoma  6-1/198...tremendous  runner  after  the  catch...great  moves  and  wicked
acceleration...wiry but strong and breaks tackles...excellent hands and body control...deep threat but
also tough over the middle...makes amazing catches...good job blocking...talented, complete receiver

Jerry Jeudy Alabama 6-1/193...great production...outstanding route runner...lightning quick and very
tough to bump off the line...sharp cuts to get open...stops and starts on a dime...deep threat...dangerous
at all three levels...elusive after the catch...long strides...has some drops...not real big but durable

Henry Ruggs Alabama 5-11/188...great deep threat with game breaking speed...blows by people with
long, smooth strides...not afraid to go over the middle and is very dangerous on slants and crossing
patterns...doesn’t break stride when catching the ball...sure hands...excellent body control and balance

Tee Higgins Clemson 6-3/216…great size/speed combo...moves like a smaller man...smooth...reminds
me of Deandre Hopkins with his ability to make the combat catch...will go to the tough areas to make
the play..fearless with tremendous hands..excellent yards per catch...really gets after defenders blocking

Leviska Shenault Colorado 6-0/227...big, strong and thick...A.J. Brown type receiver...very physical
and an explosive, powerful runner after the catch...excellent yards after catch...good ball skills and sure
hands..fearless over middle..could play receiver, H-back or running back (check him out in the Wildcat)

Justin Jefferson LSU 6-1/202...dependable...tough..sure hands..works middle..clutch..super productive
Jalen Reagor TCU 5-10/206…super explosive athlete/deep threat...jump balls are his...had poor Qbs
KJ Hamler Penn St 5-8/178...amazing speed/acceleration/moves...small but fearless...great ball skills
Chase Claypool ND 6-4/238...smooth...good hands...quick for size...excels in red zone...tough runner
Michael Pittman USC 6-4/223...catches anything near him..explosive playmaker..tough to bring down
Brandon Aiyuk ASU 5-11/205...only 1 big year...excellent length/big hands...great YAC...deep threat
Denzel Mims Baylor 6-3/207...excellent length/speed...great combine...red zone threat...boom or bust
Van Jefferson Fla 6-1/200...good hands/size/quickness..runs great routes..attacks the football in the air
Devin Duvernay Tx 5-10/200…built and runs like a RB...physical..reminds me of a young Hines Ward
Bryan Edwards S Car 6-2/212...physical...strong...excellent hands/ball skills...tough to bring down
Antonio Gandy-Golden Lib 6-4/223...great ball skills/body control...attacks the football...big numbers
Donovan Peoples-Jones Mich 6-1/212...fast/explosive/NBA hops..tools are there just needs to produce
Quez Watkins S Miss 6-0/185…burner...great hops and hang time..makes tough grabs...excellent YAC
Collin Johnson Tx 6-5/222...great size...when he plays aggressive and attacks football he is very tough
Lynn Bowden Kent 5-10/204…playmaker...ball skills..super elusive runner..can also be a 3rd string QB
Tyler Johnson Minn 6-1/206…versatile...tough...makes great grabs...excels on slants...great attitude
Gabriel Davis Cent Fla 6-2/216...excellent frame...outstanding production...gets deep...solid blocker
Trishton Jackson Syr 6-0/197...good hands...slashing/elusive runner...battles for the ball...deep threat
James Proche SMU 5-10/201...great production....excels on contested catches...best bet is in the slot
John Hightower Boise St 6-1/189...can play all WR positions...wiry strong....fast...kick return skills
Kalija Lipscomb Vandy 6-0/207…quicker than fast...tough...best in slot...excels on contested throws
Isaiah Hodgins Oregon 6-3/210...nice length...more quick than fast....makes some unbelievable grabs
Joe Reed UVA 6-0/224…great kick returner...built like a RB..makes good adjustments to ball in the air
Freddie Swain Fla 6-0/197...very quick...good hands...reminds me of Lance Moore...gets separation
Quartney Davis Tx A&M 6-1/201...good body control/agility...decent speed...will drop some balls
K.J. Hill Ohio St 6-0/196…very quick...runs precise routes...gets separation...makes the tough catch
Darnell Mooney Tul 5-10/176…ran a 4.38 forty/37” vertical at the combine...outstanding deep threat
Kendrick Rogers Tx A&M 6-4/208…great length/catch radius...deep threat...makes acrobatic catches



Tight Ends
Hunter Bryant Washington 6-2/248...versatile playmaker who can be used in many ways...not your
typical in-line tight end...can also play in the slot, out wide, H-back and in the backfield...good speed
with  strong  hands...looks  ball  in  and  makes  some  spectacular  catches...outstanding  yards  per
catch...does damage after the catch...elusive and breaks tackles...not a power blocker but is efficient 

Cole Kmet Notre Dame 6-5/262…nice size with sure hands and can get behind the defense...good
body control and adjusts well to the off target throw...fights for yards and is tough to bring down after
the catch...plays tough but needs work on his in-line blocking...reminds me of a young Greg Olsen

Adam Trautman Dayton 6-5/255…sleeper who had an excellent Senior Bowl week...very athletic
with outstanding ball skills (see 1 handed grab vs Valpo)...gets vertical quickly...quick with very good
change of direction...can make defenders miss/tough to bring down...showed he could block at Sr Bowl

Albert  Okwuegbunam  Missouri  6-5/258...big  target  with  good  ball  skills...makes  contested
catches...excellent  speed and can  get  deep...ran a  4.49 forty  at  the  combine...dangerous in  the red
zone..good yards after catch..lined up all over..weak blocker who has the size to do it but lacks intensity

Harrison Bryant Florida Atl 6-4/243…Mackey Award winner for nation’s top tight end...catches ball
effortlessly  and  will  run  over  defenders...nice  stiff  arm...makes  catches  in  traffic...good  route
runner...lined up in slot, out wide and in-line and can play H-back...strong, intense blocker...fiery player

Brycen Hopkins Purdue 6-4/245…built  like a big wideout  and makes many downfield explosive
plays...very athletic with good speed...makes some tremendous grabs but drops some balls he should
catch...outstanding runner after the catch...good effort blocking but it is definitely not his strong suit

Colby  Parkinson  Stanford  6-7/251...nice  target...dangerous  in  the  red  zone...excellent  ball
skills...open when he is covered...creates mismatches with his length...ex-volleyball player who can get
up...runs well...can get down the seam...not much of a blocker...gets overpowered at the point of attack

Thaddeus Moss LSU 6-2/250…excellent hands...can make the tough catch and some great ones (see
his sideline catch vs Alabama)...not tall for tight end but he is thick and strong...can sneak deep...good
yards after catch...solid blocker who gets leverage on his opponent...great genes/father is Randy Moss 

Dalton Keene Va Tech 6-4/253…makes some great grabs..quick...athletic...finishes blocks...underrated
Mitchell Wilcox S Fla 6-3/247...outstanding hands...makes some unbelievable grabs...can get vertical
Jacob Breeland Oreg 6-5/252…excellent receiver...can get vertical...coming back from a leg injury
Jared Pinkney Vandy 6-4/257...big hands with excellent ball skills....solid blocker...lacks good speed
Cheyenne O’Grady Ark 6-3/253…talented receiver....load to bring down….has had off-field issues
Devin Asiasi UCLA 6-3/257...sleeper...sure hands...runs well..good body control...needs work blocking
Charlie Woerner Geor 6-4/244..not a downfield threat..solid blocker especially on edges and in-space
Josiah Deguara Cinc 6-2/242...excellent blocker...can play FB...good hands...makes plays downfield
Dominick Wood-Anderson Tenn 6-3/261…intense blocker..physical...runs good routes...decent hands
Stephen Sullivan LSU 6-5/248..excellent catch radius..good speed..gets knocked back in-line blocking
Charlie Taumoepeau Port St 6-2/240..good hands/quickness/agility..excellent YAC..probable H-back
Ben Ellefson N Dak ST 6-3/250...gets after it in run game..finishes blocks...intense..money in red zone
Eli Wolf Geor 6-4/236…not used much in passing game but is a good receiver...very efficient blocker
Sean McKeon Mich 6-5/242…best trait is his blocking…good length...solid receiver on short routes
Giovanni Ricci W Mich 6-3/240...H-back type...good on short/intermediate routes...decent blocker



Offensive Tackles
Jedrick Wills Alabama 6-4/312…aggressive, physical mauler...knocks defenders around in the run
game...haven’t seen many O-lineman coming out over the years as physical as him...always looking to
hit  someone  and  always  finishes...fires  out  quickly...can  handle  power  or  speed  rushers  in  pass
pro...very good feet...tough call between Wills, Wirfs and Thomas for top offensive tackle in this draft

Tristan Wirfs Iowa 6-5/320…great power,  mobility  and balance...moves defenders  off  the line of
scrimmage  and  is  very  physical  in  the  run  game...fires  out  quickly  and  can  lead  a  back
downfield...outstanding pulling and can pick defenders off in space...changes directions extremely well
for a big man...excellent pass protector and doesn’t get overpowered...very alert to stunts and blitzes

Andrew Thomas Georgia 6-5/315…has the entire package at left tackle...outstanding in both run/pass
game...quick and powerful in run game and is excellent making blocks at 2nd/3rd level...he is a brick
wall in pass pro...moves his hands/feet in unison...handles either power or quickness with no problem

Mekhi Becton Louisville 6-7/364…movement skills for a man this size is amazing...very light on his
feet with excellent balance in pass pro...once he gets his powerful hands on you its over...surprisingly
quick to the 2nd level...moves people out in the run game but could be a more consistent finisher

Joshua  Jones  Houston  6-5/319...tremendous  pass  protector...great  feet/balance/body  control...very
smooth and always looks to be in control of his opponent...excels at mirroring his man...he is better in
pass pro than the run game but has shown flashes of becoming a strong run blocker...45 career starts

Austin  Jackson  USC  6-5/322…great  length...excellent  blind  side  protector...quick  slide  step  and
mirrors pass rusher well...keeps hands and feet moving in sync...gets to the 2nd level quickly and blocks
well in space...had some trouble vs AJ Epenesa/Iowa but has the talent and attitude to be a good one

Isaiah Wilson Geor 6-6/350...imposing size with strong hands/punch block..aggressive..strong finisher
Ezra Cleveland Boise St 6-6/311…smooth feet in pass pro...good agility/balance/mobility/strength
Lucas Niang TCU 6-6/315…powerful right tackle...moves defenders out...mobile...solid pass protector
Matt Peart U Conn 6-6/318…athletic...mobile...nice length...plays hard...fires out quickly in run game
Prince Tega Wanogho Aub 6-5/308…hasn’t played much but has all the tools...length/mobility/smarts
Saahdiq Charles LSU 6-4/321…long and athletic...can play physical/finesse..has had discipline issues
Ben Bartch St Johns (Mn) 6-5/309…handled top pass rushers at Sr Bowl practices...intense...Div 3
Colton McKivitz WVU 6-6/306…not a great athlete but very physical...mauler...mean streak..versatile
Jack Driscoll Aub 6-4/306…versatile...good feet...intense...solid in run game/pass pro...good attitude
Jon Runyan Mich 6-4/306...tough...versatile....can play anywhere on the line...mobile...also long snaps
Trey Adams Wash 6-8/318…injury filled career...excellent size/strength...tough to beat in pass pro
Terrence Steele Tx Tech 6-6/312...better in run game..got torched in pass pro in the Senior Bowl game
Yasir Durant Mizz 6-6/331...great size/length….seals in run game well...tendency to play too upright
Justin Herron Wake 6-3/308...solid pass protector..missed 2018 with ACL..50 starts..may move inside
Victor Johnson Appal St 6-5/296...like the way he battles...fires out strong in run game and finishes
Hakeem Adeniji Kansas 6-4/302...plays very upright losing leverage...strong...alert…48 straight starts
Alex Taylor S Car St 6-8/308…tremendous length..needs to hold blocks longer..has trouble with speed
Cameron Clark Char 6-4/308…excellent length/huge hands...finisher/nasty...possible move to guard
Marcus Norman S Fla 6-6/315...smart...durable...good feet...4 year starter...moves people in run game
Charlie Heck UNC 6-7/311…great length...decent mobility...trouble with counter moves in pass pro
Tyre Phillips Miss St 6-5/331…moves people with good pop...needs to lose weight...pass pro not great
Jared Hilbers Wash 6-7/305...mirrors/moves feet well in pass pro...needs to get stronger/anchor better



Guards/Centers
Cesar Ruiz Michigan/C 6-2/307…tremendous pass protector...alert...athletic...quick feet...strong with
huge  hands...can  handle  power  or  quickness...quick  to  2nd level  and  pulls  well  in  the  run
game...versatile has also played guard...31 starts for the Wolverines...good character and team leader

Tyler  Biadasz/C  Wisconsin  6-3/314…wide  body  with  good  mobility...outstanding  pulling
ability...made that Badger run game go with Jonathan Taylor rushing for over 2,000 yards the last two
years...powerful and gets leverage on his opponent...strong anchor and picks up the blitz well...41 starts

Netani Muti/G Fresno St 6-3/315…athletic and nasty...one of the most physical guards I have ever
seen...mauls  defenders  and delivers  wicked hits...very  strong...powerful  hands...pulls  and blocks  in
space well...great finisher with a defensive mentality...goes over the line at times...has had injury issues

Damien Lewis/G LSU 6-2/327…powerful and compact...stays on his blocks and moves defenders
out...road grader who knocks people down...not satisfied with one block he hunts for more...gets to 2nd

level and erases linebackers...solid pass pro...won’t get overpowered...dominated in the Senior Bowl

Lloyd Cushenberry/C-G LSU 6-3/312…anchored top O-line in the country...smart...consistent...team
leader...physical and strong...gets many knockdowns…goes hard to the whistle...anchors well in pass
pro and keeps his hands in tight..started 28 straight games...versatile also able to play OG..can get nasty

Solomon Kindley Geor/G 6-3/337...Ramon Foster type build...aggressive...mean streak...decent feet
Shane Lemieux Oreg/G 6-4/310…four year starter...athletic...solid run/pass pro...good combo blocks
Matt Hennessy Temple/C 6-4/307…gets on his man quickly….stays on his blocks...smart....durable
Robert Hunt Louisiana/G-T 6-5/310...power in run game/balance in pass pro...runs well...47 starts
John Simpson Clem/G 6-4/321...pulls/blocks in space well...needs work in pass pro...massive hands
Kevin Dotson Louisiana/G 6-4/324…solid in both pass pro/run game...intimidating presence...nasty
Ben Bredeson Mich/G 6-4/315…tough...physical...durable...not pretty but gets the job done...a grinder
Logan Sternberg Kent/G 6-6/317...tough..aggressive...straight ahead road grader..too many penalties
Jonah Jackson Ohio St/G 6-3/306...gave up only 1 sack in his career...led way for Dobbins on ground 
Nick Harris Wash/C 6-1/302...undersized but athletic/smart/alert...best fit is on a zone blocking team
Danny Pinter Ball St/G-T 6-4/306...athletic ex-TE with excellent feet/quickness...has pop in his hands
Tre’Vour Wallace-Simms Mizz/G 6-5/330...physical...nasty..carries his weight well..better run blocker
Kyle Murphy RI/G 6-3/316...athletic...gets to 2nd level quickly...good leverage and anchor in pass pro
Jake Hanson Oregon/C 6-4/303…4 year starter...durable...strong...smart...solid in both run/pass game
Zack Shackelford Tx/C 6-4/305…not a great athlete but very tough/physical...strong...active...finisher
Keith Ismael SD State/C 6-3/309…very good pass pro...strong anchor...active...moves well...durable
Michael Onwenu Mich/G 6-2/344...mountain of a man...can seal out the sun...good feet...underrated
Darryl Williams Miss St/C 6-2/304...nasty...aggressive...bull in a China shop..has to watch the holding
Luke Juriga W Mich/C 6-4/295...alert...smart....excellent in pass pro...pulls and block in space well
Scott Stepaniak Ind/G 6-4/313...one of the strongest players in the draft….team captain....31 starts
John Molchon Boise St/G-T 6-5/309...versatile...leader...43 starts...big legs/lower body...loses balance
Gage Cervanka Clem/G 6-3/325...very strong...mauler...4 state titles as HS wrestler...great work ethic
Steven Gonzalez Penn St/G 6-3/349…powerful in-line blocker...not good in space...lacks flexibility
Calvin Throckmorton Oreg/G 6-5/317...was a turnstile in Senior Bowl game at OT..has to play inside
Tremayne Anchrum Clem/G-T 6-2/314…played OT but best fit is OG...nice length...lacks explosion
Cohl Cabral ASU/C-T 6-5/300…team captain....versatile….opened many holes for Eno Benjamin
Sean Pollard Clem/ C-G-T 6-5/310...has played all over O-line..selfless player who does what it takes
Parker Braun Texas/G 6-3 300…grad transfer...quick...mobile…tough...alert...fiery...solid pass pro



Defensive Ends
Chase  Young  Ohio  St  6-5/264…great  athlete  with  tremendous  speed/power...lightning  quick  first
step...devastating pass rusher off the edge...tough to handle for solo blocker/backs and tight ends have
no chance...dips his shoulder and flattens to QB as good as anyone...violent hands...excels at forcing
fumbles...turns it up a notch at crunch time...teams run away from him...should dominate on Sundays

A.J. Epenesa Iowa 6-5/275…great size, power and quickness...violent hands...super quick off the snap
when he wants to...varies his rushes to keep his opponent guessing...excels at forcing fumbles...big
hitter...everything you want in a defensive end...in the mold of those big and talented 49er linemen

Yetur Gross-Matos Penn St 6-5/266…excellent length...tough to block with his long arms...quick,
strong  hands...outstanding  pass  rusher  with  good  closing  speed...equally  effective  vs  the  run  and
pass...shuts down the run his way and runs plays down on the backside...best suited for end in a 4-3

Marlon Davidson Auburn 6-3/303…versatile lineman who can play anywhere on the line and with
his quickness could probably play edge in a 3-4 defense...good pass rush moves...uses a nice arm over
and spin move...strong hands...tough vs the run...powerful wrap up tackler and hard hitter...good motor

Bradlee  Anae  Utah  6-3/257…great  get  off...really  brings  it  off  the  edge...tremendous  pass
rusher...excellent closing speed...always attacking...nice rip move...violent hands using karate chop type
blows to get blockers hands off of him...led Utes in sacks last 3 years...can stuff the run...team leader

Alton Robinson Syr 6-2/264...huge Jr season but digressed as Sr..pass rush skills...impressive combine
Khalid Kareem ND 6-3/268...strong bull rush...good hustle..reminds me of ex-Steeler Lamar Woodley
Jason Strowbridge UNC 6-4/275...fast...good length…versatile...gives ground at the point of attack
Jonathan Garvin Mia 6-4/263...long arms..good burst/closing speed..can bend the edge..nice potential
Jonathan Greenard Fla 6-3/263...has all the tools...quick and physical but his game is up and down
Alex Highsmith Char 6-3/248..excellent pass rusher..lightning quick spin move..2nd in nation in sacks
Kenny Willekes Mich St 6-3/264…great motor...never stops..variety of pass rush moves...hard worker
Malcolm Roach Tx 6-2/297…active...powerful build...makes big plays...can play all over the D-line
Trevis Gipson Tulsa 6-3/261...gangly/unorthodox but makes plays...good motor...strong Senior Bowl
Nick Coe Aub 6-4/280...runs well but slow getting off blocks...decent vs the run...best bet is 3-4 DE
Joe Gaziano Nwstrn 6-4/275...quick off the snap...physical...scrapper...high motor...nice rip move
Austin Edwards Ferris St 6-5/280...Div 2 Def Lineman of the Year...great motor/intensity/mobility
Chauncey Rivers Miss St 6-2/262...quick off the edge...pass rush moves..dominant in NFLPA game
Derrick Tuszka N Dak St 6-4/251...good motor...pass rush skills...nice rip move...small school sleeper
D.J. Wonnum S Car 6-4/258...good length...quick off the snap...versatile...looks better than he plays
Mike Danna Mich 6-2/257...undersized but plays big...huge strong hands...quick get off...disruptive
La’Darius Hamilton N Tx 6-2/262...quick off the edge..intense...good motor...productive team leader
James Smith-Williams NC St 6-3/265...runs well...hustles...good length..needs to get stronger vs run
Christian Rector USC 6-4/275…plays hard...not real explosive probably due to a bad ankle this year
Jonah Williams Weber St 6-4/270…Big Sky Def POY...brings it every play...good motor and pursuit
Trevon Hill Mia 6-3/248…has pass rush ability...was dismissed at Va Tech...lacks awareness at times
James Lockhart Bayl 6-2/263…undersized tweener...lacks length...quick...plays hard...gets off blocks
Rondell Carter JMU 6-2/269…CAA Defensive POY..solid pass rusher/run stopper...strong work ethic
Delontae Scott SMU 6-4/250...long and lanky...not a great athlete but has a knack of getting to the QB
Benning Potoa’e Wash 6-3/285…versatile ex-linebacker..sheds blocks well...good change of direction
Bryce Sterk Mont St 6-5/250…hard worker...good motor...solid at lower level but looks a step slow
Winston DeLattiboudere Minn 6-3/260...quick get off...pass rush moves...strong pursuit….durable



Defensive Tackles
Derrick  Brown Auburn  6-4/326…powerful  inside  player  who  can  also  play  end...faces  constant
double  teams...outstanding vs  the  run...excels  at  getting  off  blocks...doesn’t  miss  tackles...he  jacks
guards back with his strong 2 hand punch...mostly uses a bull rush...not Aaron Donald but pretty good

Javon Kinlaw South Carolina 6-5/324…super quick off the snap...mobile...can slice through gaps or
overpower  his  opponent  with  a  bull  rush...very  disruptive...strong  hands  with  an  explosive  punch
knocking lineman off balance...fights through double and triple teams..can play anywhere on the D-line

Ross  Blacklock  TCU  6-3/290…great  get  off...gets  excellent  penetration  with  his  power  and
quickness...well  built  with not  much fat...uses  hands well  to  get  off  blocks...faces  constant  double
teams...will mix it up on his pass rush moves and has very good closing speed...strong effort/intensity

Raekwon Davis Alabama 6-6/311…combines intimidating size with excellent power...versatile able to
play  anywhere  on  the  D-line...shuts  down  the  run...gets  off  blocks  and  makes  plays  in  the
backfield...looks quicker than he was in 2018...numbers have gone down due to getting doubled more

James  Lynch  Baylor  6-3/289…reminds  me  of  ex-Steeler  Aaron  Smith...big,  tough  and
powerful...could play inside or 5 Tech in a 3-4 defense...country strong...saw him toss Georgia guard
with one arm/Reggie White like...tremendous vs the run...gets to the QB by overpowering his opponent

Leki Fotu Utah 6-5/330…true nose tackle...big man can move...good motor/pursuit...strong bull rush
Jordan Elliott Mizz 6-4/302…athletic...explosive...sheds well...could also play end in a 3-4 defense
Davon Hamilton Ohio St 6-3/320…stout inside...strong vs the double team...can push the pocket
Justin Madubuike Tx A&M 6-2/293...upfield penetrator...agile/change of direction/strength/quickness
Neville Gallimore Okla 6-2/304...quick..one gapper...mobility and change of direction is excellent
McTelvin Agim Ark 6-2/309…lightning quick get off...explosive with pass rush ability...good effort
Robert Windsor Penn St 6-4/290…great motor...wins with quickness/tenacity...a bit light for inside
Larell Murchison NC St 6-2/297…quick get off...pass rush skills...lacks anchor strength...one gapper
Rashard Lawrence LSU 6-2/308…physical...tough...hustles...not a great pass rusher but stout vs run
Khalil Davis Nebr 6-1/308...quick feet...good mobility...excellent hustle/pursuit...can get to the QB
Raequan Williams Mich St 6-4/308...tough...durable...quick feet…tough to handle solo...best in 4-3 
Tyler Clark Geor 6-4/300…quick first step...versatile...stout inside...pass rush skills...mean streak
Bravion Roy Bayl 6-1/333…ex-hooper...moves well...nimble feet...stout inside...good pursuit/hustle
Darrion Daniels Nebr 6-3/311…Okla St transfer...run plugger...quick feet...agile...not much pass rush
Broderick Washington Tx Tech 6-2/305…stout inside...very quick...nice spin move...mobile...hustles
Robert Landers Ohio St 6-1/285…low center of gravity but very explosive...disruptive...great attitude
Garrett Marino UAB 6-2/290...quick feet/hands...strong/41 reps x 225...wild man with a great motor
Jashon Cornell Ohio St 6-3/280...one gapper...quick feet...pass rush skills....needs to get stronger
Jamal Milan Ill 6-3/300…quick...disruptive...good motor...needs to get stronger at the point of attack
Carlos Davis Nebr 6-2/313...nice size/speed combo...needs to get stronger at point...9.5 career sacks
John Penisini Utah 6-1/318…clogs the inside...gets leverage...battles hard...trouble getting off blocks
Calvin Taylor Kent 6-9/310...led Wildcats in QB pressures...moves well for size...might end up at OT
Josh Avery SE Mo St 6-4/330...active...mobile...finds the ball vs the run...sheds blocks well...hustles
Benito Jones Ole Miss 6-1/316…stay at home nose tackle...tough to move...strong bull rush...durable
Josiah Coatney Ole Miss 6-3/308…tough to move off the point...strong run defender...35 career starts
Chris Williams Wagner 6-2/308...active...battles...very quick...can get to the QB...strong Shrine Game
David Moa Boise St 6-3/305…battler with a great motor...tough vs the run...mostly uses a bull rush
Teair Tart FIU 6-3/290...quick get off...mobile...strong hands..dominant in NFLPA game...inconsistent



Inside Linebackers
Kenneth Murray Oklahoma 6-2/241…elite closing speed...when he sees the play he is there like a
shot...makes explosive/splash plays...excellent read and react...big hitter and strong on blitz...lines up
inside and outside...smooth backpedal on pass drops...defensive leader who never comes off the field

Patrick Queen LSU 6-0/229...tremendous quick twitch athlete...ex-RB with blazing speed...comes on
the blitz like he is shot out of a cannon...big hitter but could wrap up better...sticks his nose in tough vs
the run...solid cover skills...finished year strong with two great playoff games..raw but a 1st round talent

Troy Dye Oregon 6-3/231…great competitor and leader...very tough...played the 2nd half of the season
with  a  broken thumb and torn meniscus  and was  still  very  productive...good speed and excels  in
coverage...outstanding ball skills...led Ducks in tackles four straight years...will blitz from anywhere

Malik Harrison Ohio St 6-2/247...athletic playmaker...good length/big hands...reminds me of a young
Donte Hightower...quick read/react...gets off blocks and is a textbook tackler...dangerous on blitz and a
big hitter...battles hard...very smart and always in position...good change of direction/range in coverage

Akeem Davis-Gaither Appal St 6-1/224...super quick with great range and instincts...plays bigger
than he is...runs like a DB and could probably play strong safety...he is all over the field making plays...
equally tough vs the run and in coverage...plays with a chip on his shoulder and brings the fire to the D

Logan Wilson Wyom 6-2/241...textbook tackler...great production..3 down backer with 10 career picks
David Woodward Utah St 6-1/230...plays sideline to sideline...excellent tackler...strong pass coverage
Jordyn Brooks Tx Tech 6-0/240...wraps up strong..excels on inside blitz..good pass drops...productive
Jacob Phillips LSU 6-3/229…tackling machine vs run...very active...hustles...needs work in coverage
Shaquille Quarterman Mia 6-0/234...52 starts...leader...quick..nose for ball..big hitter...really brings it
Evan Weaver Cal 6-2/237…only LB with 100 solo tackles in ‘19...tenacious non-stop player...leader
Shaun Bradley Temp 6-0/235...big hitter...smart...versatile...cover skills...will be a top special teamer
Dante Olsen Montana 6-2/237...physical...mobile...hustles...takes on and sheds well...excellent tackler
Jordan Mack UVA 6-2/241…excellent 4 years of production..289 career tackles..wicked hitter..ex-DB
Joe Bachie Mich St 6-1/230…suspended for a PED in ‘19...2 down backer...great motor/leader/gamer
Francis Bernard Utah 6-0/234...BYU transfer...excels in pass coverage..6 career picks..he will hit you
Markus Bailey Purd 6-0/235...excels in pass coverage...smart...versatile...coming back from ACL tear
Jordan Fehr Appal St 6-3/230...physical...good athlete...runs and covers well...strong tackler...leader
Mykal Walker Fres St 6-3/230...well prepared...versatile...solid vs run and pass...strong special teamer
Dele Harding Ill 6-1/230...very tough vs the run..outstanding tackler...one of the top hitters in this draft
Khahva Tezino SD St 6-0/233...playmaker...excellent production...gets to the QB...durable...resilient
Clay Johnston Bay 6-1/227...hard worker/weight-film rooms...hitter...coming back from knee injury
Daniel Bituli Tenn 6-2/246...downhill thumper...tough vs run...tackling machine...trouble in coverage
Chris Orr Wisc 6-0/224...great season/Pro Day…smart...playmaker...high energy...dangerous on blitz
De’Jon Harris Ark 5-11/234...3 strong seasons...tough vs the run...a step slow...problems in coverage
Chapelle Russell Temp 6-2/236…has had multiple ACL injuries...athletic...strong...gets into backfield
Cale Garrett Mizz 6-1/234…slips blocks well...textbook tackler...more quick than fast...cover skills
Tae Crowder Geor 6-3/235...ex-RB who runs like it...hits and wraps up...active...times the blitz well
T.J. Brunson S Car 6-1/235...athletic...hustles...good in coverage...up and down/good play-bad play
Krys Barnes UCLA 6-1/235…productive...good hustle...decent in coverage...trouble at point of attack
John Houston USC 6-3/220...active...hustles...good length but lacks bulk...moves well in coverage
Thomas Barber Minn 6-0/240..great bloodlines..stocky..strong vs run..hitter...needs work in coverage
David Reese Fla 6-1/248...scrappy...productive...leader...consistent...works hard but not a great athlete



Outside Linebackers
Isaiah  Simmons  Clemson  6-3/238…freakish  athletic  ability...fast  with  great  length  and
range...attacking defender who moves like a RB and hits like a truck...great closing speed to the ball
and is a sure tackler...a chess piece who can be moved around in your defense...great motor/cover skills

K’Lavon Chaisson LSU 6-3/254…another tremendous LSU athlete...great combination of  power,
speed and quickness...dynamic relentless pass rusher...nice spin move with strong/violent hands...also
excels vs the run...strong setting the edge...great motor...plays with an attitude and will talk trash

Zack  Baun  Wisconsin  6-2/238…excellent  quickness  and  mobility...has  an  array  of  pass  rush
moves...lines up like a sprinter and flies off the edge...also sets the edge and is very disruptive vs the
run...moves well in pass coverage...could also move inside...intense and brings it on every play

Josh Uche OLB Michigan 6-1/245...shorter than you like on the edge but he is very quick and has
long  arms...knows  how  to  get  to  the  QB...relentless  in  pursuit...great  motor  with  outstanding
acceleration...has only been a full-time starter for one year but has 15.5 career sacks...good cover skills

Curtis Weaver Boise St 6-2/265…excellent pass rusher...uses power and quickness...agile with quick
feet...nice spin move...34 sacks in 39 career games...good at batting down passes...looked sluggish in
the bowl game vs Washington and lacked any 2nd effort...looks a little bit heavy...boom or bust player

Julian Okwara ND 6-4/252...quick...could be a 1st rounder with his tools but needs more production
Terrell Lewis Alab 6-5/262..prototype length..very quick...strong hands...needs to get off blocks better
Anfernee Jennings Alab 6-2/256...physical..big hitter..shows flashes of greatness..takes some plays off
Cam Brown Penn St 6-5/233...great motor...sideline to sideline...good cover skills...big hitter...leader
Darrell Taylor Tenn 6-3/267...physical specimen...tough to move vs run...can bend edge with nice dip
Jabari Zuniga Fla 6-3/264…good athlete...versatile…quick get off...good hand usage...solid combine
Tanner Muse Clem 6-2/227...playmaker...hybrid SS/LB...excellent straight line speed...7 career picks
Willie Gay Jr Miss St 6-1/243...explosive athlete...blazing speed...cover skills...has had off-field issues
Casey Toohill Stan 6-4/250...good speed/length/explosion...moves well in coverage...strong combine
Michael Pinckney Mia 5-11/235...super quick...4 years of outstanding production...hitter...underrated
Carter Coughlin Minn 6-3/236...athletic...good speed...explosive...very productive...40 career TFLs
Khaleke Hudson Mich 5-11/224...strong...hybrid LB/SS...cover skills...led Michigan in tackles...hitter
Kendall Coleman Syr 6-2/257…playmaker..intense..great change of direction..dominant Shrine Game
Michael Divinty LSU 6-1/242...good length/range...smooth backpedal in coverage...versatile...intense
Kamal Martin Minn 6-3/240...good length/strong hands...big hitter...can play inside...4 career picks
Tip Galeai Utah St 6-4/235...pass rush skills...nice spin move...productive...has had off-field issues
Davion Taylor Colo 6-0/228...outstanding speed...sideline to sideline defender...still learning the game
Jordan Glasgow Mich 6-0/226...nickel/dime LB...smart..great motor..will be a leader on special teams
Bryce Huff Memp 6-2/255...excellent production..quick get off..can bend and set the edge...underrated
Azur Kamara Kans 6-3/245...excellent speed/length/power..straight-line player...needs coverage work
Oluwole Betiku Ill 6-3/250...good speed/power...solid vs run/can get to QB...9 sacks in ‘19...sleeper
Cam Gill Wagner 6-2/234...all-time sack leader in the NEC...plays hard with emotion...hungry player
Justin Strnad WF 6-3/238…season cut short by torn biceps...moves well in coverage...poor combine
Marcel Spears Iowa St 6-1/218...quick..excels in pass coverage..two pick 6’s...consistent...team leader
Rashad Smith FAU 6-1/220...sideline to sideline defender...quick...agile...cover skills...6 career picks
Qaadir Sheppard Ole Miss 6-3/261...quick...good length...stout vs the run...not enough production
Jordan Williams Baylor 6-0/223...too small/too slow just makes plays...great instincts/hustle/intensity
Chauncey Haney N Green 6-5/245...excellent length...dominant in DII but needs to add bulk/strength



Cornerbacks
Jeffrey  Okudah  Ohio  St  6-1/205…excellent  speed,  size  and  instincts...plays  outstanding
man/zone...gets great breaks on the ball...hasn’t allowed more than 50 yards receiving in any game the
last two seasons...physical...sure tackler...as close to a true shutdown corner as you are going to get

C.J. Henderson Florida 6-0/204…perfect size/speed combo...quick twitch athlete who can change
direction in a flash...man coverage is outstanding...excellent long speed and gets head around to find
the ball...drives hard on inside routes...ballhawk with good ball skills...needs to improve his tackling

Trevon Diggs Alabama 6-1/205…big, physical corner who loves to bump & run...he won’t wow you
with  his  forty  times  but  he  plays  game  fast  and  is  always  close  to  the  receiver...good  recovery
speed...alert in zone...hits and tackles with authority...did a nice job on D.K. Metcalf/Seahawks in 2018

Christian Fulton LSU 5-11/197…excellent speed/quickness...tremendous acceleration and recovery
ability...smooth backpedal and quick turn and run with receivers deep...good at getting his head around 
to locate the ball..agile with great change of direction..only 2 career Ints but quarterbacks did avoid him

 A.J. Terrell Clemson 6-1/195…excellent size/speed combo...quick feet and solid cover skills...mirrors
his man well...outstanding acceleration/short area burst...gets his head around to pickup the ball...good
hands for the pick...times blitz off the corner well...decent tackler...his low vertical leap is concerning

Jeff Gladney TCU 5-10/191...tough...competitive..can play slot/outside...good cover skills/run support
Bryce Hall UVA 6-1/202…nice size/length/physicality...ball skills..good corner blitz..injured in 2019
Darnay Holmes UCLA 5-9/195...great competitor...fiery..excellent recovery speed...perfect slot corner
Jaylon Johnson Utah 6-0/193...good speed/quickness/ball skills...tough...plays hurt...7 career picks
Cameron Dantzler Miss St 6-2/188...long/lanky..physical..only gave up 1 TD in 3 years..sure tackler
Damon Arnette Ohio St 5-11/195…excellent press corner...physical...strong run support...3 yr starter
Troy Pride ND 5-11/193...elite speed..cat-quick change of direction..not very physical..lacks ball skills
Michael Ojemudia Iowa 6-0/200…nice size/speed combo..excellent combine...physical...good tackler
Noah Igbinoghene Aub 5-10/198…ex-WR still raw at CB...great speed/explosion...elite return skills
Amik Robertson La Tech 5-8/187...ballhawk...excellent hands...14 career picks...quick...best at nickel
L’Jarius Sneed La Tech 6-0/192...tremendous length/speed...NBA type leaper...solid cover skills
John Reid Penn St 5-10/187...strong...quick...good cover skills...always in position...excellent tackler
Harrison Hand Temp 5-11/197…explosive athlete...41” vertical..physical...solid coverage/run support
Reggie Robinson Tulsa 6-1/205…excellent size/speed/strength...13 pass defended this year...physical
Javelin Guidry Utah 5-9/191...blazing speed...fastest DB at combine/4.30 forty...will be a slot corner
Parnell Motley Okla 5-11/180...playmaker...feisty...quick..great instincts...excels at ripping the ball out
Javaris Davis Aub 5-8/183...undersized but super quick/fast...physical...fearless...sticky in coverage
Josiah Scott Mich St 5-9/185...small but fast/feisty...cover skills...6 career picks/many pass breakups
Stanford Samuels Fla St 6-1/187...good length...lacks quick twitch/speed...possible move to safety
Lamar Jackson Nebr 6-2/208..size/length to matchup with big receivers..physical...lacks good balance
A.J. Green Okla St 6-1/202...excellent size...lacks great speed but is a battler...physical...3 year starter
Kindle Vildor Geor Sth 5-10/191...played well vs outstanding Clemson receivers...plays a smart game
Levonta Taylor Flor St 5-10/181...good speed/strength/toughness...tight man coverage...has swagger
Lavert Hill Mich 5-10/190...tough press corner...good instincts/ball skills...6 career picks...lacks speed
Essang Bassey WF 5-9/191...small but explosive..good hops...battles..durable..does too much grabbing
BoPete Keyes Tulane 6-1/202…excellent size...long arms...good in press coverage...not very physical
Stanley Thomas-Oliver FIU 6-0/192…athletic with prototype size/speed..ex-wideout still learning CB
Dane Jackson Pitt 5-11/187...strong run support/solid tackler..average speed...gives too much cushion



Safeties
Xavier  McKinney  Alabama  6-0/201…physical  enforcer  who  causes  turnovers  with  his  wicked
hits...plays with an edge...makes receivers think twice about coming over the middle...playmaker with
good cover and ball skills...excellent run support...sure tackler...excels on the blitz...future Pro-Bowler

Grant Delpit LSU 6-2/213…nice size and can do it all...cover/play run/hit/blitz...outstanding range in
centerfield...creates turnovers...times blitz well...solid run support but had a tackling problem and it
could be because of him playing through injuries..LSU used him like a chess piece due to his versatility

Antoine  Winfield  Minnesota  5-9/203…playmaker  just  like  his  father  was...nose  for  the
football...creates  turnovers...outstanding  instincts...great  range...excels  on  the  safety  blitz...excellent
tackler/hard hitter...ballhawk with great ball skills...hard worker...studies his opponent...great attitude

Kyle Dugger Lenoir-Rhyne 6-1/217…big, fast and physical...played at a lower level but was one of
the  best  players  in  the  Senior  Bowl...hustles  all  over  the  field  making  big  hits...outstanding
tackler...good cover skills...will matchup well vs today’s big/fast tight ends..could play SS or LB

Ashtyn Davis Cal 6-1/202…PAC 12 Hurdles Champion...great acceleration/closing speed...excellent
ball skills...tough hitter who sticks his nose in vs the run...can play any position in the secondary and
may end up at corner...can flip his hips quickly and run with anyone...makes some Polamalu type plays

Jeremy Chinn S Ill 6-3/221...chiseled...great athlete...explosive..13 career picks...smart...closing speed
J.R. Reed Geor 6-0/202...smart/savvy/experienced...great instincts...aggressive hitter...42 career starts
Brandon Jones Tx A&M 5-11/198...good cover skills...strong run support/tackler...dangerous on blitz
Julian Blackmon Utah 5-11/187...good speed/quickness...9 career picks...former CB with cover skills
Geno Stone Iowa 5-10/207...stocky...physical...big hitter...good instincts...excels at stripping football
Antoine Brooks Md 5-10/220…playmaker...hybrid LB/S...sideline to sideline...fiery...aggressive
Jordan Fuller Ohio St 6-2/203...coach on the field...very smart...tough...reliable...lacks great speed
Josh Metellus Mich 5-11/209…versatile...tenacious...strong...SS/nickel-dime LB..ball skills...big hitter
Jalen Elliott ND 6-0/205...tough competitor...physical...good tackler…team leader...4.80 forty hurts
Daniel Thomas Aub 5-10/215...strong...explosive...physical...nose for the football...solid in coverage
Alohi Gilman ND 5-10/201...strong run support...excellent change of direction...blows some coverages
Terrell Burgess Utah 5-11/202..good speed/strength/pursuit..inconsistent tackler/coverage..short arms
Myles Dorn UNC 6-2/205...active...productive...tough run defender...leader...plays hurt...6 career picks
Brian Cole Miss St 6-1/213..ex-WR with only 1 year at safety..gave up some big plays..nice size/speed
Chris Miller Bay 5-11/190..kamikaze type hitter..reminds me of ex-Steeler Ryan Clark..43 career starts
Jaylinn Hawkins Cal 6-0/208...ballhawk...10 career picks...smart...physical...solid tackler...a step slow
Shyheim Carter Alab 5-10/194...shows flashes good and bad...good instincts but lacks great speed
K’Von Wallace Clem 5-11/206...explosive/quick...vocal team leader...had trouble tackling JK Dobbins
Patrick Nelson SMU 6-0/216...excels on the blitz...12.5 sacks in 2019...hitter...strong in run support
Kamren Curl Ark 6-1/206...big hitter...strong...average speed...quick reactor on plays in front of him
Javin White UNLV 6-3/205...has played CB/S/LB...great build...excellent tackler...possible nickel LB
Austin Lee BYU 6-0/200…smart...steady...great preparation...good tackler/hitter...lacks great speed
Jared Mayden Alab 6-0/205...versatile able to play CB/S...good range/speed..strong 2019 with 4 picks
Dayan Ghanwoluko BYU 5-11/200...active playmaker...scrappy...good run support...strong work ethic
David Dowell Mich St 6-1/205...can cover TEs...8 career picks...lacks great speed...decent run support
Luther Kirk Ill St 6-2/195...can play either safety...leader...good range...times blitz well...decent speed
Rodney Clemons SMU 6-0/209...strong run support...sure tackler...speed/explosion lacking at combine
Kenny Robinson Jr WVU 6-2/198...two very good years at WVU presently in XFL available for draft



Possible Steeler picks   Round 2   pick #49

Josh Uche OLB Michigan 6-1/245...the Steelers need to get another OLB ready because they won’t be
able to pay both Watt and Dupree and you know TJ isn’t going anywhere...Josh is super quick and can
get to the QB...great motor...excellent in pass coverage…relentless in pursuit...15.5 sacks last 2 years

K.J. Hamler WR Penn St 5-8/178...small but very dynamic...great speed and strength for his size...did
15 reps x 225 on the bench/very impressive at his size...can line up all over but would be great in the
slot...had a few drops which he will have to correct at next level..he is a game breaker with return skills

Jalen Reagor WR TCU 5-10/206…quick twitch athlete who would give the Steelers that big-time
deep  threat...high  points  the  football  with  a  42”  vertical...great  speed  and  acceleration...quick
stop/start...used on deep routes/jet sweeps/screens/reverses/punt-kick returns...lacked good Qb play

Chase  Claypool  WR  Notre  Dame  6-4/238...a  serious  matchup  problem  for  any  defensive
coordinator...big as a tight end but has the speed/quickness of a wideout...great red zone threat/13 TDs
in 2019...catches ball effortlessly...dominant combine...would really solidify Steelers receiving corps

Kyle  Dugger  SS/LB  Lenoir-Rhyne  6-1/217...tremendous  athlete  with  great  speed  and  leaping
ability...Mark Barron has been cut and Dugger would be a great replacement for him...the Steelers
could also move Edmunds up and Kyle could play strong safety...he is very physical and a great tackler

Antoine Winfield Jr SS Minnesota 5-9/203...he says you will get passion and turnovers if you draft
him  (sounds  good  to  me)...great  instincts  and  range...smart/quick/tough...hard  hitter  and  sure
tackler...ballhawk with great ball skills...electric punt returner...hard worker with a team first attitude

Cesar Ruiz  C/OG Michigan 6-2/307…excellent  athlete  with massive  hands...quick  feet  and runs
well...can pull and block in space...thick body and has some power in run game...tremendous pass
protector...alert..could come in and backup Pouncey and the guards and be a starter in the near future

Netane Muti OG Fresno St 6-3/315...with the new opening at guard he can be a plug & play...one of
the most physical lineman I have ever seen...very strong (44 reps x 225) with huge hands...he would
give the running game a real shot in the arm..can also play tackle..hard worker...Netane Muti kicks ass!

Malik  Harrison  ILB  Ohio  St  6-2/247...playmaker  who  reminds  me  of  a  young  Donte
Hightower...quick...athletic...always  around  the  ball...physical  textbook  tackler...quick  read  and
react..gets off blocks..dangerous on blitz..smart..would make a great partner with Devin Bush for years

Troy Dye ILB Oregon 6-3/231…all of a sudden the Steelers need linebackers bad and the athletic Dye
would be a major upgrade over Mark Barron...super productive tackling machine with outstanding
cover skills...great competitor/leader and I believe he would be the captain of the defense very quickly

Ezra Cleveland OT Boise St 6-6/311...left tackle on the rise...great athlete with speed, balance and
agility...good  length  and  strength/30  reps  x  225...works  his  hands  and  feet  in  unison  in  pass
pro...finisher in the run game...may not last to the Steelers pick but if he does they may pull the trigger

Isaiah Wilson OT Georgia 6-6/350…massive right tackle who moves people with strong hands/punch
block...very active and aggressive...moves well for his size...gets to the 2nd level quickly and finishes
his blocks...excellent balance in pass pro...mirrors his man well and doesn’t lunge...keeps improving



Round 3   pick #102
A.J. Dillon RB Boston College 6-0/247...bruising power back who punishes defenders but can also
make them miss...huge thighs/legs...quick feet...41” vertical at combine shows his explosiveness...the
Steelers need to get back to a ball-control offense and this durable/powerful runner could be the answer

Jake Fromm QB Georgia 6-2/219…if he falls this far they would have to think about it…he is a
winner (35-7 career record)...accurate with a quick release and a good record of not turning the ball
over...decent arm with great touch...buys time in the pocket...great leader who handles adversity well

Zack Moss RB Utah 5-9/223...strong, compact runner with excellent stop and start ability...attacks the
line of scrimmage with power...plus yards after contact...great balance...can make defenders miss or run
over them...strong stiff arm...tough to stop in short yardage...dangerous receiver and solid in pass pro

Devin Duvernay WR Texas 5-10/200...very quick with track star speed...built like a RB and breaks
tackles...very tough and reminds me of a young Hines Ward...sure 1st round pick Grant Delpit flew up
to hit Devin and got ran over...dangerous on screens...great hands...will be tough to handle in the slot

Michael Pittman WR USC 6-4/223...excellent size with good speed...excels at all 3 levels...fearless
making combat catches...very tough to bring down and battles for every yard...had one of the best 3
cone drills at the combine which shows agility/quickness/change of direction...gunner on special teams

Bradlee Anae Edge Utah 6-3/257…relentless defender brings it hard off the edge...violent hands...led
the Utes in sacks the last three years...plays with great energy...his forty time isn’t great but no one
seems to be able to block him...destroyed OT Terence Steele in the Senior Bowl game...30 career sacks

Davon Hamilton NT Ohio St 6-3/320...big, powerful nose tackle can step right in and start...can make
things happen with 20 tackles for loss in his career and 6 sacks as a Sr...quick off the snap...can handle
the double team...good feet and can get off blocks...Steelers love Buckeye players and he is a nice fit

Darnay Holmes CB UCLA 5-10/195...battles every play...hates to give up a reception...very good
speed/quickness with excellent recovery skills...playmaker who had 8 career picks taking two to the
house...good tackler/big hitter..a perfect replacement if Mike Hilton isn’t resigned..also has return skills

Damien Lewis OG LSU 6-2/327...could plug him right in for Ramon Foster...a real road grader who
moves people off the line of scrimmage and finishes his blocks...gets many knockdowns/pancakes...I
thought he was the best overall player in the Senior Bowl game...he dominated on almost every snap

Jalen Hurts QB Oklahoma 6-1/222...another QB that could fall into the Steelers laps if they don’t
think Rudolph is the future...great athlete who is built and runs like a RB...very strong and can take a
hit...arm strength/football  intelligence/hard worker/great  leader...needs  to  improve his  accuracy and
reading defenses but could be a Taysom Hill type weapon while learning behind Ben for a year or two

Jeremy  Chinn  SS  Southern  Illinois  6-3/221…big,  fast  and  strong...chiseled  physique...excellent
range and ball skills/13 career picks...versatile could move up to play some LB...explosive athlete with
a 41” vertical...comes hard on the blitz...very smart...hits like his Hall of Fame uncle Steve Atwater 

Julian Okwara OLB Notre Dame 6-4/252...prototype edge rusher with great length and speed...very
long arms and big hands...bends the edge with excellent closing speed...moves well in coverage...good
strength but needs to improve at the point of attack...lacks consistency and is a boom or bust player



Round 4   pick #124

Clyde  Edwards-Helaire  RB  LSU  5-7/207...stocky  and  strong...excellent  power  with  outstanding
balance...tough  between  the  tackles...more  quick  than  fast...strong  legs/lower  body...39.5”
vertical...excellent receiver...doesn’t fumble...Samuels play has digressed/Helaire would beat him out

Akeem Davis-Gaither LB Appalachian St 6-1/224...when I watched him vs La-Lafayette he was in
on almost every tackle...he plays with fire and attitude and plays bigger than 6-1/224...very fast with
great instincts...Steelers would be set inside for the next 4-5 years with him and Devin Bush inside

Cam Akers RB Florida St 5-10/217...all  the way speed...patient  runner with some  Leveon Bell  type
explosion when he sees daylight...can make people miss or run over them…keeps feet moving on
contact...ran behind a bad O-line but still had an excellent year...needs to solve his fumbling problem

Quez Watkins WR Mississippi 6-0/195….Steelers could use a real speed burner to go along with Juju,
Johnson  and  Washington  and  this  kid  can  fly...explosive  deep  threat  who  will  also  go  over  the
middle...dangerous on crossing routes...can go up and get it and make tough, contested catches

J.R.  Reed  SS  Georgia  6-0/202...tough/aggressive  safety...best  in  the  box...outstanding  hitter  and
tackler...excellent run support...smart with great film preparation...he is one of those guys that won’t
blow you away with his combine numbers but put him between the lines and he makes plays all day

Logan Wilson ILB Wyoming 6-2/241...underrated ILB with 4 years of outstanding production...good
speed and change of direction...textbook tackler with his head up...quick to get off blocks...outstanding
in coverage...gets deep drops and moves like a safety...10 career picks is very impressive at linebacker

Matt Hennessey C/OG/OT Temple 6-4/307...would be a great swingman able to play anywhere on
the line due to his athleticism...comes off the snap like a shot and gets on his man quickly...finishes his
blocks...gets position on opponent with his quick feet...an additional 10 pounds of muscle wouldn’t hurt

Robert  Hunt  OG/OT  Louisiana  6-5/323...versatile  lineman  who  could  play  right  tackle  or
guard...excellent size with good feet and power in the run game...will maul and get nasty...runs well
with good balance...handles power and mirrors his man well in pass pro...3 year starter with 47 starts

Brandon Jones S Texas 5-11/198...everything you look for in a SS...strong run support/sure tackler/big
hitter...good cover skills...watch his work in man coverage vs Justin Jefferson in LSU game...tireless
film study...31 starts...14 career tackles for loss..great leader on/off the field and brings a lot to the table

Leki Fotu NT Utah 6-5/330…it is time for the Steelers to move on from Big Dan McCullers (has he
ever made a tackle)...Fotu is fairly athletic and mobile for his massive size...he has a quick first step
and makes plays in the backfield (17 career tackles for loss)...can also play end in a 3-4...good motor

Ashtyn Davis S/CB California 6-1/202…great athlete who brings outstanding versatility...can play
anywhere in the secondary including corner...great closing speed/ball skills...made some plays that will
remind you of Troy Polamalu...could backup all positions and push for Terrell Edmunds starting job

Matt Peart  OT Connecticut  6-7/318…four year  starter...tremendous length helps  him control  the
defender with his long reach...once he locks up he is tough to get away from...better in pass pro than
run game...handled two tough Alabama players (Terrell Lewis/Anfernee Jennings) in the Senior Bowl



Round 4   pick #135

Darrell Taylor Edge Tennessee 6-3/267...physical specimen who sets a strong edge...very tough to
move  off  the  spot...has  all  the  tools  to  be  outstanding  just  needs  to  be  more  consistent...long
arms...good speed...he can get to the quarterback (19.5 career sacks) and also moves well in coverage

Alex Highsmith Edge Charlotte 6-3/248...outstanding pass rusher..lightning quick spin move...strong/
quick hands...second to Chase Young in sacks (14) this past year...good speed...shows some power at
times...holds his ground well at the point of attack...could be a dynamic designated rusher off the edge

Bryan Edwards WR South Carolina 6-2/212...maybe the toughest receiver in this draft...strong frame
with  good  length...physical  and  fearless...good  hands  and  ball  skills...outstanding  on  contested
catches...high points the football...smart receiver who knows where the sticks are...hard worker...leader

Ke’Shawn Vaughn RB Vanderbilt 5-9/215...explosive/physical runner with a wicked stiff arm...quick
cuts  and  good  vision...breaks  tackles...excellent  contact  balance...decent  speed  and  a  solid
receiver….outstanding production even with teams loading up the box to stop him due to bad QB play

Antonio  Gibson  RB/WR  Memphis  6-0/228...converting  to  RB  from  WR  but  could  play  either
position with his talent...averaged 19 yards per catch and on only 77 touches this year he scored 14
touchdowns...outstanding speed and explosion...ran tough inside breaking tackles in the Senior Bowl 

Jack Driscoll OT/G Auburn 6-4/306…versatile lineman who could swing between guard and tackle
backing up the starters...very solid in both pass pro and run game...good feet/recovery ability...intense
and physical...had an excellent Senior Bowl handling some of the top defensive lineman in the country

Lynn Bowden Jr WR Kentucky 5-10/204...another Antwaan Randle-El and that worked out pretty
well for the Steelers...quick and tough with good ball skills...outstanding elusive runner and you can
use him in numerous ways...he also can be your 3rd string quarterback and save you a roster spot

Amik Robertson CB Louisiana Tech 5-8/187...undersized but  dynamic corner  who will  move to
nickel in the NFL...ballhawk with excellent hands and leaping ability/14 career picks and 3 defensive
TDs...physical...good tackler...dangerous on the blitz...amazing 23 tackles for loss/4 sacks in his career

Reggie  Robinson  CB  Tulsa  6-1/205...excellent  size/length/speed...plays  tight  in  your  face  man
coverage...smooth turning and running with receiver...doesn’t give much cushion...physical...comes up
strong vs the run and tackles well..looked very good in the Senior Bowl..Steelers like big/tough corners

Raequan Williams DT/DE Michigan St 6-4/308...nice size/length with quick feet...has some pass
rush moves...disruptive and quick into backfield...could play end in 3-4 defense and move inside on
passing downs...big and tough enough to also play nose tackle..needs to get stronger/only 17 reps x 225

Khaleke Hudson SS Michigan 5-11/224…McKeesport HS grad...played the Viper a hybrid LB/SS
position...could  be  the  player  that  Marcus  Allen  was  supposed  to  be...does  everything  well
cover/hit/blitz...fiery...led Michigan in tackles...strong/30 reps x 225...will be valuable on special teams

Cam Brown LB Penn St 6-5/233...sideline to sideline defender with a non-stop motor...covers a lot of
ground with his long strides...big hitter when he arrives...great intensity and hustle...versatile defender
who could play inside or outside...good cover skills..very effective on blitz...smart..leader...hard worker



Round 6   pick #198

Evan  Weaver  ILB California  6-2/237…tackling  machine  with  an  unbelievable  motor...i  am not
saying he is another Lambert but that is who he reminds me of the way he attacks and tackles with
authority...only defender in the country with over 100 solo tackles...leader...will excel on special teams

Jon Runyan OG/OT/C Michigan 6-4/306...following in his father’s footsteps who was a tough O-
lineman for many years with the Eagles...Steelers love versatile lineman and Jon can play anywhere
and also long snaps...nice size and mobility..he is a finisher and would be a nice addition to the Steelers

John Reid CB Penn St 5-10/187…one of the more underrated players in this draft...combines solid
cover skills with excellent tackling ability...gets good position in coverage and gets his head around to
find the ball...smooth backpedal...outstanding combine/ran a 4.49 forty...consistent..smart...hard worker

Dante  Olson  ILB  Montana  6-2/237...relentless  going  to  the  ball  and  he  is  an  excellent
tackler/hitter...wraps up well...physical and game fast...explosive athlete with a 42” vertical...strong at
the point of attack vs bigger lineman...brings it every play...hard worker...led the FCS with 179 tackles

Parnell Motley CB Oklahoma 5-11/180...not real big but very quick and combative...can play man or
zone...excellent  timing  on  the  pass  break  up  without  interfering...outstanding  instincts...excels  at
forcing fumbles...playmaker who would be a nice replacement for Mike Hilton if he doesn’t sign

Jordan Glasgow LB/SS Michigan 6-0/226...would be a perfect replacement for Big Red...he has a
great  motor  flying  around  the  field  hitting  everything  in  sight...never  stops  moving...played  both
linebacker and safety for Wolverines...hard hitter/sure tackler...fiery and will be a great special teamer

Casey Toohill OLB Stanford 6-4/250…has the speed/length/explosion you are looking for in an edge
rusher...very smart  and disciplined...sets  the edge strong...had an excellent  senior  season with 11.5
tackles for loss and 8 sacks...quick pass drops...sit a year behind Dupree and take over as starter in 2021

Mitchell Wilcox TE South Florida 6-3/247...had a poor combine running much slower than he looks
on film...he could drop on draft day and be a late round steal...has excellent ball skills and will lay out
to make the catch...can get vertical...fiery...lines up all over and prides himself on his in-line blocking

Tyler Clark DT Georgia 6-4/300...tough inside battler...very quick off the snap...tough to move...reads
the play well and finds the ball vs the run...good at getting off blocks...plays mean and doesn’t take
anything off anyone...can push the pocket..nice swim move...would be a nice replacement for Hargrave

Stephen Montez QB Colorado 6-4/231...would be a project and he especially needs work on his
footwork  which  will  improve  his  accuracy...combines  a  rocket  arm  with  outstanding  size  and
mobility...would be a major upgrade over the Duck and will give Mason Rudolph a run for his money

Michael Warren RB Cincinnati 5-9/226…they call him “the Truck”...powerful inside runner but has
those great feet like “the Bus”...more quick than fast...breaks tackles and runs over defenders...very
productive...only one fumble in 3 years...if the Steelers draft him they could call him “the Mini Bus”

Josh  Metellus  SS  Michigan  5-11/209...tough  guy  who  brings  an  intimidating  presence  to  your
secondary...fiery  and  tenacious...big  hitter/strong  run  support...decent  cover  skills...could  also  play
hybrid LB...3 strong years for Wolverines...not a burner but he is quick/agile and has excellent instincts



Round 7   Pick #232

Kendall Coleman Edge Syracuse 6-2/257...playmaker with 14 sacks/22.5 tackles for loss the last two
years...quick first step and great in pursuit...keeps feet moving...strong hands to move lineman...athletic
with good change of direction...can get low coming off edge...big hitter...dominant in the Shrine Game

Dalton Keene TE Virginia Tech 6-4/253...athletic with good hands...makes some great grabs...tough
runner after the catch...battles for every yard and breaks tackles...had best 20 yard shuttle time of all the
tight ends which shows speed, explosion, body control and agility...i feel he is a very underrated player

Luke Juriga C/OG Western Michigan 6-4/298...smart, tough and durable...4 year starter/3 at guard/1
at  center...team  captain...very  alert  and  active  in  pass  pro...nice  combo  blocks  and  gets  many
knockdowns in the run game...has pop in his hands...played on same line as Steeler Chuks Okorafor

Zack Shackelford C Texas 6-4/305...one of the tougher/nastier players in this draft class...plays to the
edge and sometimes over it...a guy you don’t want to play against...he will be in your face for 60
minutes...huge/powerful legs...doesn’t give ground in pass pro...enforcer who keeps opposition honest

Dele Harding ILB Illinois 6-1/230...tackling machine who is always around the ball...nasty in the
middle...will light you up coming into his zone...one of the biggest hitters in the draft...gets off blocks
well...tremendous production and a non-stop motor...better vs the run but still had three picks in 2019

Benny  Lemay  RB  Charlotte  5-8/221...thick  compact  build  with  excellent  power...runs  tough
inside...more quick than fast...nice burst...defenders bounce off his strong lower body...takes care of the
football...solid in the pass game/4 receiving TDs this year...reminds me of ex-Buc Michael Pittman

Michael Onwenu OG Michigan 6-3/350...massive guard who moves well for his size...people mover
in the run game...quick for his size...is able to get to the 2nd level and square up a linebacker...good at
combo blocks...won’t get overpowered in pass pro...excellent hand fighter...can handle counter moves

Derrek Tuszka DE/OLB N Dakota St 6-4/251...Missouri Valley Def Player of the Year...excellent
quickness,  agility  and  change  of  direction...dominant  in  the  Shrine  game  and  also  had  a  great
combine...brings it on every play...nice rip move...smart...hard worker...Chase Winovich type defender

Chris Miller S Baylor 5-11/190...lacks great size and speed but he hits like a truck...fearless player
with good instincts...you can hear pads popping when he is in the area...also wraps up well...43 career
starts...probably not a starter but would make a nice backup and a tough leader on special teams

Broderick Washington DT Texas Tech 6-2/305...stout vs the run...gets a strong push inside...huge
hands...good mobility/pursuit/motor...doesn’t give up on a play...looked very good against some of the
top offensive lineman in the country at Senior Bowl week...has had three solid/consistent seasons 

Freddie Swain WR Florida 6-0/197...deep threat who gets separation...excellent straight line speed
but is also quick and agile...very good hands...can get up...tough and plays hurt...works the middle of
the field well...knows how to get open...can play multiple WR positions...return skills...best in the slot

Malcolm Perry WR/QB Navy 5-9/186...was an outstanding running Qb at Navy but projects to the
slot...not a straight line burner but super quick and elusive...could also return punts...fearless/tough and
does whatever it takes to win...could be another Antwaan Randle-El...great leader who players follow



Sleepers
Josh Love QB/SJ St 6-2/203...fearless hanging in the pocket...throws a nice deep ball...good touch

Tommy Stevens QB/Miss St 6-5/235...not a great QB but a tremendous athlete...fast...strong...big arm

Case Cookus QB/N AZ 6-4/205...Gunslinger...put up big numbers..quick release..low interception rate

Ben DiNucci QB/JMU 6-3/213...Pitt transfer...accurate...mobile...CAA Offensive Player of the Year

Nick Tiano QB/UT Chat 6-5/240...transfer from Miss St...good arm...smart...throws a nice deep ball

Tom Flacco QB/Towson 6-1/208...Joe’s brother...smart...competitive...playmaker...mobile...athletic

Jason Huntley RB/N Mex St 5-9/193…explosive..shifty...wiry strong..excellent receiver/kick returner

Sewo Olonilua RB/TCU 6-2/232…big...physical...tough...can block/catch the football...lacks speed

Peter Guerriero RB/Monmth 5-10/190...blazing speed...dominant at lower level...dangerous receiver

J.J. Taylor RB/Az 5-5/185...all-purpose...quick cuts...return skills...needs to take care of football better

Bronson Rechsteiner FB/Kenn St 6-0/230...great blocker..good speed..son of ex-wrestler Rick Steiner

Lawrence Cager WR/Georgia 6-5/220...great red zone target...excels on slants...has had injury issues

Malcolm Perry WR/Navy 5-9/186…QB converting to WR...quick...tough..Antwan Randle El type

K.J. Osborn WR/Mia 5-11/202...fast...strong...elusive...tough over middle...covers/returns punts/kicks

Jeff Thomas WR/Mia 5-9/170…boom or bust due to multiple off-field problems...talented...explosive

Aaron Parker WR/RI 6-2/209...great production...excels on contested catches...high points ball nicely

Isaiah Coulter WR/RI 6-2/198...Aaron Parker’s cousin...fast/deep threat...9 rec/152 yards vs Va Tech

Ben Victor WR/Ohio St 6-3/198…big target...good yards per catch...gets up high...inconsistent hands

Darrel Stewart WR/Mich St 6-0/212..Mohamed Sanu type..lacks great speed..makes plays in traffic

Maurice Ffrench WR/Pitt 5-11/200...explosive athlete...Pitt record 96 receptions in ‘19...return skills

Tyrie Cleveland WR/Fla 6-2/209…great size/length/speed...39” vertical...stats don’t match his tools

Nick Westbrook WR/Ind 6-3/220...nice size/hands/body control...runs good routes...lacks great speed

Mason Kinsey WR/Berry 5-10/195...quick...scrappy...strong...ultra-competitive...50 career Tds...Div 3

Christian Wilkerson WR/Se Mizz St 6-1/214..excellent size/speed..39.5” vertical..24 Tds last 2 years



Juwan Johnson WR/Oreg 6-4/230…tremendous length...causes matchup problems...may move to TE

Tyler Mabry TE/Md 6-3/265...good hands...makes the tough catch...excellent blocker in the run game

Parker Houston TE/SD St 6-2/251…versatile...best bet is FB/H-back...good hands...solid lead blocker

Carter O’Donnell OT/Alberta 6-6/315...looked good at RT in Shrine Game...gets after it in run game

Evin Ksiezarczyk OT/Buff 6-6/310...nice length...pusher in run game...showed flashes in Shrine game

Kamaal Seymour OG/Rutg 6-6/309...41 consecutive starts...excellent size/length...power in run game

Donnell Stanley C/S Car 6-3/322…captain..6th year Sr...smart..strong anchor..mobile but lacks agility

Marques Ford DE/Beth-Cook 6-2/248...dynamic edge rusher...good speed/power/change of direction

Donte Holden DE/NC St 6-4/249…has had injury issues..disruptive..comes hard off edge...good effort

Nasir Player DE/E Tenn St 6-5/271..can bend the edge..big hitter..40 career tackles for loss/18.5 sacks

Kevin Thurmon DT-DE/Ark St 6-3/298...1 gap DL but is strong at point of attack...explosive...active

Tershawn Wharton DT/Mizz St 6-1/275...runs like a linebacker...very quick..trouble at point of attack

Auzoyah Alufohai NT/W Geor 6-4/320...powerful at the point of attack...raw...strong run defender

Kendall Futrell OLB/E Car 6-2/226...playmaker...quick off edge..25 tackles for loss/14 sacks-career

Cole Christiansen  ILB/Army 6-2/225...alert...intense...two time captain...tough vs run...great pursuit

Christian Rozeboom ILB/S Dak St 6-2/230...four years over 100 tackles...good cover skills/instincts

Rashad Robinson CB/JMU 5-11/190...ballhawk...13 career picks...great instincts...fiery..well prepared

Trajan Bandy CB/Mia 5-8/180…small but physical/strong...quick reactions/acceleration...sure tackler

Myles Bryant CB/Wash 5-8/183…not big or fast but has good instincts/change of direction/character

Luq Barcoo CB/SD St 6-1/175...ex-WR has excellent ball skills..9 picks in ‘19...long arms...lacks bulk

Grayland Arnold CB/Bay 5-9/186...ballhawk...good hands..6 picks in ‘19..more quick than fast..slot

Kobe Williams CB/ASU 5-10/174...undersized but tough/fearless...smart...alert...quick feet...38 starts

Donald Rutledge SS/Geor South 6-1/210...big box safety...tough vs run...hitter...smart...hard worker

Oral Varcciann S/Hampton 6-0/200...physical...big hitter...strong run support..quick reactor...versatile

Lamont McPhatter S/Cal (PA) 5-11/200...well built..versatile..team captain...hungry..causes turnovers



3 Round Mock Draft  Round 1

1 Cincinnati...Joe Burrow QB/LSU...he looks like the real deal

2 Washington...Chase Young DE/Ohio St...impact defender who will make any defense better

3 Detroit...Jeffrey Okudah CB/Ohio St...shutdown corner to replace Darius Slay

4 NY Giants...Isaiah Simmons LB/Clemson...freak athlete too talented to pass on

5 Miami...Tua Tagovailoa QB/Alabama...franchise QB if healthy

6 LA Chargers...Justin Herbert QB/Oregon...will overtake Tyrod Taylor quickly

7 Carolina...Derrick Brown DT/Auburn...Panthers need D-line after taking a big hit in free agency

8 Arizona...Jedrick Wills OT/Alabama...they need to protect the franchise...Kyler Murray

9 Jacksonville...Javon Kinlaw DL/South Carolina...Jags can’t stop the run and lost Calais Campbell

10 Cleveland...Andrew Thomas OT/Georgia...the next Joe Thomas?

11 NY Jets...Tristan Wirfs OT/Iowa...need to protect the franchise...Sam Darnold

12 Las Vegas...Ceedee Lamb WR/Oklahoma...dynamic receiver will make fans forget Amari Cooper

13 San Francisco…Jerry Jeudy WR/Alabama...great replacement for Emmanuel Sanders

14 Tampa Bay…K’Lavon Chaisson OLB/LSU...Barrett and him coming off the edges...watch out!

15 Denver...Henry Ruggs WR/Alabama...Drew Lock gets his game breaker

16 Atlanta…C.J. Henderson CB/Florida...Falcons in need of a lockdown corner

17 Dallas…Xavier McKinney S/Alabama...tight ends torched them last year...Mckinney will help

18 Miami...Mekhi Becton OT/Louisville...have to start rebuilding that terrible offensive line

19 Las Vegas…Kenneth Murray LB/Oklahoma...major upgrade over volatile Vontaze Burfict

20 Jacksonville…Trevon Diggs CB/Alabama...will be interesting when he covers brother Stefon

21 Philadelphia…Tee Higgins WR/Clemson...Eagles need healthy/talented receivers

22 Minnesota…Justin Jefferson WR/LSU...moves right in to replace Stefon Diggs 

23 New England…Jordan Love QB/Utah St...i like Jarrett Stidham but Love has big potential

24 New Orleans…Christian Fulton CB/LSU...you can never have enough good corners



25 Minnesota…A.J. Terrell CB/Clemson...big need with departures of Rhodes and Waynes

26 Miami…D’Andre Swift RB/Georgia...dynamic back who would cushion the loss of Kenyan Drake

27 Seattle…A.J. Epenesa DE/Iowa...big need with Clowney and Ansah both free agents

28 Baltimore…Patrick Queen LB/LSU...Queen is a stud with great speed and hitting ability

29 Tennessee…Jeff Gladney CB/TCU...need a replacement for probable loss of Logan Ryan

30 Green Bay…Denzel Mims WR/Baylor...Aaron Rodgers will love his great size and blazing speed 

31 San Francisco…Raekwon Davis DT/Alabama...perfect fit to replace DeForest Buckner

32 Kansas City...Yetur Gross-Matos DE/Penn St...need to replace solid pass rusher E. Ogbah

Round 2

33 Cincinnati...Austin Jackson OT/USC…better get a tackle to protect the new franchise QB

34 Indianapolis…Laviska Shenault WR/Colorado...A.J. Brown type will help T.Y. Hilton

35 Detroit…Jonathan Taylor RB/Wisconsin...injury problems have hurt Kerryon Johnson 

36 NY Giants…Grant Delpit FS/LSU...probably won’t fall this far but Giants would love it

37 LA Chargers…Zack Baun OLB/Wisconsin...another pass rusher to go with Bosa and Ingram

38 Carolina…Bryce Hall CB/Virginia...nice replacement for free agent loss James Bradberry

39 Miami…Kyle Dugger SS/Lenoir-Rhyne...4 draft picks in the first 39...watch out for the Phins

40 Houston...Michael Pittman WR/USC...big need after the very questionable trade of D Hopkins

41 Cleveland...Malik Harrison LB/Ohio St...major need after the losses of Schobert and Kirksey

42 Jacksonville...Jalen Reagor WR/TCU...would give Jags a nice trio with Chark and Westbrook

43 Chicago...Jaylon Johnson CB/Utah...Bears signed Artie Burns better get another corner

44 Indianapolis...Cole Kmet TE/Notre Dame...Phillip Rivers loves throwing to his tight ends

45 Tampa Bay...Josh Jones OT/Houston...that old guy they got can play if he gets time to throw

46 Denver...Cesar Ruiz C/Michigan...lost solid center McGovern to the Jets...Ruiz has great tools

47 Atlanta...Julian Okwara OLB/Notre Dame...Falcons need some added juice getting to the QB



48 NY Jets...Darnay Holmes CB/UCLA...excellent nickel corner will help Jets secondary

49 Pittsburgh...Josh Uche LB/Michigan...great athlete who can play on the edge or inside

50 Chicago...K.J. Hamler WR/Penn St...Robinson, Miller and Hamler would be a nice receiving trio

51 Dallas...Tyler Biadasz C/Wisconsin...big loss of center Travis Frederick due to health issues

52 LA Rams...Isaiah Wilson OT/Georgia...Rams need better protection for Jared Goff 

53 Philadelphia...Troy Dye ILB/Oregon...outstanding/underrated LB would start inside on day one

54 Buffalo...Curtis Weaver OLB/Boise St...Bills need to upgrade their pass rush

55 Baltimore...Chase Claypool WR/Notre Dame...another nice target for Lamar Jackson

56 Miami...Brandon Aiyuk WR/Arizona St...Devante Parker needs a talented running mate

57 Minnesota...Marlon Davidson DE/Auburn...D-line will need a boost after off-season losses

58 Houston...J.K. Dobbins RB/Ohio St...RB will be a strength with J.K. and David Johnson

59 Seattle...Netane Muti OG/Fresno St...will improve the Seahawks power run game

60 Baltimore...Ross Blacklock DT/TCU...Michael Brockers deal feel through...tough DT needed

61 Tennessee...Zack Moss RB/Utah...excellent backup to Henry after losing Dion Lewis to Giants

62 Green Bay...James Lynch DT/Baylor...Pack needs some added beef up front 

63 Seattle...A.J. Dillon RB/Boston College...could be the 2nd coming of Marshawn Lynch

64 Kansas City...Damon Arnette CB/Ohio St...not many needs but corner could be improved

Round 3

65 Cincinnati…Jordan Elliott DT/Missouri...versatile lineman will help the loss of Andrew Billings

66 Washington…Ezra Cleveland OT/Boise St…Trent Williams days look over...need to fill that hole

67 Detroit…Solomon Kindley OG/Georgia...massive mauler can come in and start at right guard

68 NY Jets…Donovan Peoples-Jones WR/Michigan...top WR Robby Anderson jumped to Carolina

69 Carolina…Akeem Davis-Gaither LB/Appalachian St..big hole to plug with loss of Luke Kuechly

70 Miami…Lloyd Cushenberry C-OG/LSU..Phins gave up most sacks and had worst rushing offense



71 LA Chargers…Matt Hennessy C/Temple...Mike Pouncey is still questionable with a neck injury

72 Arizona…Antoine Winfield S/Minnesota...playmaker who would upgrade any secondary

73 Jacksonville…Jacob Eason QB/Washington...could happen if they don’t sign Newton or Winston

74 Cleveland…Van Jefferson WR/Florida...not much at receiver after Beckham and Landry

75 Indianapolis…Terrell Lewis Edge/Alabama...Colts need to beef up their pass rush

76 Tampa Bay…Clyde Edwards-Helaire RB/LSU...could be Tom Brady’s new James White

77 Denver…Troy Pride CB/Notre Dame...lost Chris Harris but signed AJ Bouye...depth is needed

78 Atlanta…Damien Lewis OG/LSU...road grader who will open holes for new Falcon Todd Gurley

79 NY Jets…Anfernee Jennings OLB/Alabama...will help Jets get more pressure on the QB

80 Las Vegas…Ashtyn Davis S/California... a talented safety is needed to pair with Johnathan Abram

81 Las Vegas…Michael Ojemudia CB/Iowa...Raiders have one good corner in Trayvon Mullen

82 Dallas…Bradlee Anae OLB/Utah...big time sack artist will give DeMarcus Lawrence some help

83 Denver…Prince Tega Wanogho OT/Auburn...Garrett Bolles continues to struggle at left tackle

84 LA Rams…Julian Blackmon FS/Utah...Rams need help on the back end...they get a playmaker

85 Detroit…Justin Madubuike DT/Texas A&M...lions could use a young disruptive force up front

86 Buffalo…Hunter Bryant TE/Washington...would be a great addition for young QB Josh Allen

87 New England…Adam Trautman TE/Dayton...it will be tough to follow Gronk but he can play

88 New Orleans…Jake Fromm QB/Georgia...Drew has got to start slowing down some time...maybe

89 Minnesota…Shane Lemieux OG/Oregon...Cousins saw too much pressure up the middle last year

90 Las Vegas…Alton Robinson DE/Syracuse...a stronger pass rush is a high priority for “Chucky”

91 Cleveland…Robert Hunt OG/Louisiana...Mayfield needs better protection and Hunt will help

92 Baltimore…Albert Okwuegbunam TE/Missouri...Ravens love TEs and need to replace Hurst

93 Tennessee…Neville Gallimore DT/Oklahoma...a perfect replacement for veteran Jurrell Casey

94 Green Bay…Jordyn Brooks ILB/Texas Tech...explosive inside backer to replace Blake Martinez



95 Denver…Jeremy Chinn SS/S Illinois...versatile hard-hitting safety will add needed depth

96 Kansas City…Lucas Niang OT/TCU...powerful right tackle adds depth to Chiefs O-line

97 Houston…Jonathan Greenard Edge/Florida...Texans were one of the worst at getting to QB

98 New England…Darrell Taylor OLB/Tennessee...Pats got crushed at linebacker in free agency

99 NY Giants…Matt Peart OT/Connecticut...both Giants tackles are weak in pass protection

100 New England…Logan Wilson ILB/Wyoming...underrated ILB who excels in pass coverage

101 Seattle…Noah Igbinoghene CB/Auburn...recent signing of Q Dunbar helps but depth needed

102 Pittsburgh…Devin Duvernay WR/Texas...fast, tough slot receiver who plays like Hines Ward

103 Philadelphia…Saahdiq Charles OT/LSU...veteran Jason Peters is testing free agency

104 LA Rams…Cam Akers RB/Florida St...explosive runner will be in the mix to start

105 Minnesota…Brandon Jones S/Texas...need depth behind Harrison Smith and Anthony Harris

106 Baltimore…John Simpson OG/Clemson...excellent pulling OG to replace retired Marshall Yanda

3 Steeler Mock Draft scenarios

Round 2 pick #49...Josh Uche LB/Michigan...in my mock draft there are many outstanding players
the  Steelers  could  draft  here  especially  J.K.  Dobbins,  Antoine  Winfield,  Tyler  Biadasz  or  K.J.
Hamler...I would have no problem with any of those picks but Uche is a tremendous athlete who can
cover and get to the QB...he also would help the pass rush this year and take over for Dupree next year

Round 3 pick #102...Devin Duvernay WR/Texas...Hines Ward type with better speed…built like a
RB and breaks tackles after the catch…has outstanding hands and would be great in the slot

Round 4 pick #124…Leki Fotu DT/Utah...massive nose tackle and we can finally move on from Big
Dan McCullers...Fotu has very good mobility and could also play some end in Steelers 3-4 defense

Round 4 pick #135…Ke’Shawn Vaughn RB/Vanderbilt...tough, underrated back who normally ran
against  a  loaded  box due  to  a  bad  passing  game but  still  put  up  excellent  numbers  in  the  tough
SEC...you can get a good back like Vaughn later and not use that 2nd rounder on a running back

Round 6  pick #198...Jon Runyan OT-OG-C/Michigan...tough, mobile lineman who can play all five
positions and also long snaps...his versatility would be very valuable

Round 7 pick #232...Parnell Motley CB/Oklahoma...reminds me of ex-Steeler Willie Gay...he isn’t
the biggest or fastest but has great instincts, cover skills, very combative and causes turnovers



Round 2...K.J. Hamler WR/Penn St…dynamic playmaker with game breaking qualities 

Round 3...Jake Fromm QB/Georgia...poised leader with great experience...35-7 record in the SEC

Round 4...Logan Wilson ILB/Wyoming...athletic tackling machine who also excels in coverage

Round 4...Lamical Perine RB/Florida…James Conner type back who does everything well

Round 6...Danny Pinter OT-OG/Ball St...versatile, athletic ex-TE  can play inside or outside

Round 7…Reggie Robinson CB/Tulsa…big/physical corner who plays tight in-your-face coverage

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Round 2...Malik Harrison ILB/Ohio St…outstanding Ilb would be a great partner for Devin Bush

Round 3...A.J. Dillon RB/Boston College…bring back the power run game...Dillon is a Hammer!

Round 4…Quez Watkins WR/S Mississippi...blazing deep threat whose best football is ahead

Round 4...J.R. Reed SS/Georgia...physical playmaker could beat out Edmunds as a rookie

Round 6…Casey Toohill OLB/Stanford...underrated edge player with good speed and explosion

Round 7...Luke Juriga C-OG/W Michigan...tough, durable leader who can swing between C and OG

The case for the Steelers drafting a QB

I would not use the Steelers 1st pick (2nd round) on a QB but I would think hard about it if Jake Fromm
falls to their 3rd rounder….the big four Burrow, Tua, Herbert and Love should all be gone by the end of
the first round but that leaves Jake Fromm, Jacob Eason and Jalen Hurts the Steelers could be interested
in...i personally like Fromm the best and would be very tempted if he fell to pick #102...he is a winner,
leader, smart, poised and very competitive...he doesn’t have the arm Eason has but it isn’t bad...he
knows where to go with the ball and is accurate, also he doesn’t turn the ball over/78 touchdown passes
to 18 picks for his career...very good pocket presence unlike Mason...he has great experience with a 35-
7 record as a starter...remember Eason was once a Georgia Bulldog but was beat out by Jake and
transferred to Washington...he has all the tools but has only started for one year and it was up and
down...Hurts is a great athlete and a leader but he is also a project like Eason...he is very elusive and
can buy time waiting for an open man...will need to learn to read defenses and work on his footwork
throwing but he is a hard worker in the film and weight room and he is hungry to be a starter...two
strong armed QBs that interest me later in the draft are Stephen Montez and James Morgan...both are
projects but have the size and arm strength you like...it will all depend on how much the Steelers like
Mason Rudolph...even if they do think he is Ben’s predecessor some competition sure wouldn’t hurt.
Sorry Duck!

Draft will be old school this year but it will give us all something to do for a few days...Go Stillers!




